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ABSTRACT 

A qualitative description of the kinematics of excited sta
tes in anthracene crystals bombarded by electrons is given. It is com
pared with experimental results concerning scintillation decay curves, 
and'magnetic field effects on the prompt and delayed components of 
the scintillation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The creation and evolution of excited states in anthracene 
crystals bombarded by electrons is studied by analysing the time de
pendence of the scintillation. 

The light emission, which is a radiative transition from 
the first excited singlet state (S.) to the ground state (S ) is a 
result of a sequence of elementary processes which we review in this 
paper. They can be summarized as follows : the primary excited states 
(excitons, plasmons, charge carriers) are created by the primary and 
secondary electrons in a broad energy range at about 20 eV. After
wards, in a time ranging from 10 ' sec to 10 sec these highly ex
cited states decay by radiationless transitions (autoionization, elec
tronic and vibrational relaxation, charge carriers recombinations) to 
the lowest singlet (s.) and triplet (T.) excitons. In the last time 
scale, from 10~ sec to iO~'sec occurs the light emission, the diffu
sion of the excitons and bimolecular annihilations. The light emission 
of the singlet excitons resulting fro- the decay of the primary excited 
states is the "prompt component" of the scintillation. Most of these 
singlets arise from isolated primary excitations, therefore their de
cay- is monoraolecular, and exponential. The radiationless decay of the 
isolated high energy excitations is in competition with the triplet 
pair production which is known to be magnetic field dependent M , 2 ) . 
The"delayed component" of the scintillation arises from singlet exci
tons created by annihilation of two triplet T. excitons which is also 
a magnetic field sensitive process !"3,4l. These bimolecular reactions 
happen in the tracks of low energy secondary electrons. 
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KINEMATICS OF EXCITED STATES IN ANTHRACENE CRYSTALS BOMBARDED BY 

ELECTRONS 

The creation of the primary excited states by the electrons 
and the first radiationless transitions (ai'toionization, electronic and 
vibrational relaxation) are independent of the nature of the incident 
ionizing particle. A description of these processes is given in a pre
vious paper T4] dealing with the scintillation induced by a particles. 
The important differences between a and 3 excitation are the bimolecj-
lar reactions (electron-hole recombination, exciton-exciton collisions) 
which depend on the excited states concentrations or on the linear ener
gy transfer (LET) of the ionizing particle. 

Most energy losses of the primary or secondary electrons cor
respond to the creation of plasmons of about 20 eV, or electron-hole 
pairs r4,5l. The very low energy electrons (less than 10 eV) loose 
their energy by creating singlet as well as triplet excitons r],s1. 

Thus, neglecting intramolecular vibrational excitations, the primary 
excited states are plasmons, excitons T., S., S 2 and charge carriers. 

The lifetime of the plasmon is very short ( 10~ - 10 sec) 
r6].- As the plasmon energy (,, 20 eV) is far above the ionization poten
tial (« 6 eV), the main decay process is autoionization. The resulting 
secondary electrons have often enough kinetic energy to forn triplet 
T or singlet S., S- excitons. Therefore, for each plasmon we get one 
electron-hole pair and often one singlet or triplet exciton. Below 
the ionization potential, the decay from high energy excitons (S„, S„) 
to lower energy excitons is possible by internal conversion (rate cons-
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tant s» I0 , , qsec -') followed by exciton-phonon dissociation rj"}. The 
intramolecular vibrations (phonons) and the singlet exciton are inde
pendent quasi-particles in anthracene crystals rs] and the exciton 
diffuses away from the phonon in a ti-,e comparable to the exciton hop
ping time (» 10 sec). 

The charge carriers recombination which takes place in the 
next time scale ( 10 - 10 sec) depends on the concentration of ex
cited states : primary or secondary electrons having energies of -ore 
than about 5 keV loose energy in regions which are far enough fro-
each other, so that no interaction between them is possible ; they 
can be considered as isolated T9.10]. The excited states (plasmons, 
excitons, charge carriers) created by electrons of less than 5 keV are 
near enough from each other, so that they for-i a track of a roughly 
cylindrical shape ("short track") where exciton-exciton interactions 
and non geminate electron-hole recombinations are possible r9,ic"!. 
For electrons of less than 500 eV the track ("blob") is better appro
ximated by a spherical shape T9,10]. In tracks of low energy electrons 
(100 eV to 5 keV), like in a particle tracks, there are high concentra
tions of singlet and triplet excitons, m isolated regions where the 
deposited energy is 20 eV or less, it is possible to get one electron-
hole pair and perhaps one T. or S exciton M,2l which results ir. the 
formation, after recombination, of one singlet S or two singlets S. 
or two triplets T. within a very small radius. As these processes are 
fast (s 10 sec) compared to the spin precession, the total spin is 
conserved, and it is impossible to get only one isolated triplet exci
ton T , and the total spin of the triplet pair (T ,T.) is necessarily 
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a singlet state at short times. 
The creation of defects by photochemical processes under (3 

irradiation is one order of magnitude less important than under a par
ticle irradiation T4]. Therefore, it will have no measurable effect on 
the (3 particle scintillation and will not be considered here. 

The kinematics of the T and S, excitons in the last time 
scale (10 - 1 - I0~5sec) will be studied now. The isolated singlet or 
triplet excitons pairs dissociate or annihilate in a t w e of 10 sec 
or less M 1,12]. Therefore, the singlet excitons originating fro-" iso
lated primary excited states of less than 20 eV, decay -"onomolecularly 
after 10 sec and result in the exponential "prompt component" emission 
(lifetime 25 nsec). The schematic diagram of the triplet pair produc
tion is given in figure 1. S n is a high energy singlet state, (e,h) an 
electron-hole pair, the star meaning the presence of kinetic energy. 
Reactions (1) and (2) are the (3 particle excitation, reaction (3) is 
the coherent spin state evolution, (4) the triplet pair annihilation, 
(5) the triplet pair dissociation by diffusion and reaction (6) the 
photon emission. The superscripts 1, 3, 5 are the spin multiplicities. 
The triplet pairs are created in a singlet total spin state 1(T. ,T.) 
which is coupled to quintet states by the triplet fine structure inter
action which is magnetic field sensitive. The recombination process 
(4) is spin conserving and proportional to the squared singlet ampli
tude of the triplet pair. Therefore, this process^and the subsequent 
light emission which contributes also to the prompt component are ma
gnetic field dependent. These magnetic field effects were widely stu
died in fission experiments r 1,2,131 • 
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isolated regions where the deposited energy increases above 
20 eV contain an increasing number of excitons. Therefore, in these 
regions bimolecular quenching of singlet excitons decreases signifi
cantly the prompt component intensity r15] and the scintillation 
yield r14]. Concomitantly a delayed component is appearing due to 
triplet-triplet annihilation T15]. At electron energies between 100 eV 
and 5 keV, "blobs" and "short tracks" are formed, AS the energy in
creases, the LET decreases, and the prompt component quenching decrea
ses, as vas shown experimentally in reference r 15I. in the region of 
high concentrations of excited states there is no spin correlation bet
ween electrons and holes which recombine and between two triplet exci
tons which annihilate to contribute to the delayed component. There
fore, in these regions like in a particle tracks r,j] , no magnetic 
field effect on the prompt component is expected, jind the effect on 
the delayed component is an effect on the well known triplet-triplet 
fusion process T16]. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

The scintillation decay curves were measured using the sin
gle photoelectron sampling method T 17] . The experinental set up is the 
same as in reference f4]. The high energy electrons were supplied by 
a 5 0 S r Y source. In the magnetic field effect experiments the crys
tal was 5 mm thick and the source in contact with the crystal, so that 
the whole energy of the electrons was absorbed, and the bending of 
the electron paths in the magnetic field had no effect on the measured 
scintillation yield. 
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The scintillation decay curve of the anthracene crystal bom
barded by electrons was measured from 0.5 nsec to 40 usee and is shown 
in figure 2. The measured risetime (from 10 % to 90 % of the maximum 
intensity) is 1 nsec and is attributed to the time jitter of the pho-
tomultiplier pulses. The prompt component decay is exponential, and 
the corresponding time constant 25 nsec is the singlet S, lifetime. 

The magnetic field effect on the scintillation prompt compo
nent is characteristic of a triplet pair production, whereas the ef
fect on the delayed component is characteristic of the triplet-triplet 
fusion process. We measured the relative variations of the light in
tensities upon magnetic field application : Ai/i = ri„(t)-i (t)]/i (t), 
where the subscripts H and 0 correspond to measurements with and without 
magnetic field. On figure 3 is shown the magnetic field effect on the 
scintillation, Ai/i as a function of time in the resonance conditions 
(|H| = 4000 Gauss, £.b=23° in the crystal (a.t>) plane). The magnetic 
field effect on the integrated intensities Ai (0 ; 100)/I(0 ; 100) and 
AI(230 ; 330)/l(230 ; 330) were investigated. In these expressions 

r t 2 I(t. ; t„) = J i(t)dt. In the first time interval (0; 100 nsec) the 
' 2 J t, 

prompt component is predominant, but the delayed component is not ne
gligible (see figure 3)- In the time interval (230 nsec ; 330 nsec) 
the light is only a part of the delayed component. The anisotropics . 
of al(0 ; 100)/I(0 ; 100) and Ai(230 ; 330)/i(230 ; 330) as a function of 
the magnetic field orientation in the crystal (.a,b) plane are reported 
in figure 4 for a magnetic field intensity of 4000 Gauss. The influence 
of the magnetic field strength is shown in figure 5 where the magne
tic field was in a resonance direction of the (a.,b) plane (H.b= 23°) • 
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DISCUSSION 

The descriptions of the excited states creation and evolu
tion in anthracene crystals excited by high energy electrons are al
ways oversimplified. The spatial distribution of the excited states 
is too inhomogeneous and intricate. Therefore, complete calculations 
of the kinematics and of the scintillation decay curves like -\n a par
ticle tracks !"4] are impossible here. 

The scintillation exponential decay between 0 and 100 nsec 
corresponds partly to the radiative decay of th<3 isolated singlet ex
citons S . However, the contribution of the "blobs" and "short tracks" 
to the prompt component is not negligible. A prompt component was 
found in the scintillation of p-terphenyl crystals excited by elec
trons of more than 500 eV [15]. Even with electrons of 100 eV and 280 
eV a prompt component was measured which decays non exponentially and 
rapidly by bimolecular quenching like in a particle tracks P 15] . This 
part of the prompt component originating fro-r "blobs" and "short tracks 
is quasi-exponential in anthracene crystals after 5 nsec because of 
the selfabsorption like in a particle tracks r4l• Therefore, there is 
little difference in the decay of these two parts of the prompt compo
nent. The main difference between the- is the magnetic field effect. 
The production of S. excitons in isolated regions is in competition 
with the triplet pair production and is -lagnetic field sensitive M , 
12,131, whereas in "blobs" and in "short tracks", like in o particle 
tracks the part of the prompt component is not magnetic field depen
dent because of the random electron-hole recombination which yields 
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triplet excitons without any spin correlation. The corresponding 

triplet-triplet annihilation is contributing to the delayed component. 

The magnetic field effect in the resonance conditions is 

+4 % in the beginning of the scintillation where the delayed component 

is negligible (see figure 3). In anthracene crystals excited by U.V. 

light, the magnetic field effect on the fluorescence intensity and 

the yield of triplet pair production increase with increasing incident 

photon energy r l] . At 10 eV the magnetic field effect is +8% which 

is much more than the +4 5? measured with S particles excitation, where 

the primary excited states mean energy is still higher (» 15 eV). Two 

reasons can explain this. Firstly, the existence of a part of the scin

tillation prorr.pt component which is not magnetic field dependent, as 

stated above. Secondly, at higher energies (15 eV or more) the two 

triplet excitons created by ion reco-binations can be in two different 

(a,b) planes, or several intermolecular distances from one another, 

thus decreasing the triplet-triplet recombination probability and the 

magnetic field effect. 

The spikes of the anisotropy of the magnetic field effect 

on the prompt component of the scintillation are much -ore narrow 

than those of the delayed component with excitation p, a or red light. 

The width at 90 % of the maximum of the spike is as low as 2.5° in 

the best experimental conditions, whereas this width becomes 10° for 

the delayed component. Moreover, the -ûnimu- of the magnetic field 

efFect in the b axis direction is deeper for the prompt component than 

for the delayed component. These differences were discussed partly in 

two papers r24,251 but no satisfactory explanation was given. 

http://prorr.pt
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The delayed component is attributed to S. excitons created 
by triplet-triplet annihilation. The triplet excitons are originating 
in "blobs" and "short tracks", from random electron-hole recoibinations 
and from direct collisions of electrons of a few eV energy. The LET 
of low energy electrons are still lov; enough so that, in "blobs" and 
"short tracks" the triplet concentration decreases mainly by diffu
sion out of the track and little by bimoleeular annihilation. In these 
conditions the delayed component of the scintillation decreases with 
time like t - 1*^ in tracks of spherical symmetry, and like t -' in tracks 
cf cylindrical symmetry r18]. The experinental decay (figure 2) of the 

— f 'AH 

delayed component is like t , which means that in anthracene crys
tals irradiated by p particles there are "blobs" of spherical symmetry 
and "short tracks" of cylindrical symmetry which contribute equally to 
the delayed component. The same conclusion was obtained in reference 
r 151 -

The delayed component for a "blob" can be calculated using 
so~e simplifications : a secondary electron of 500 eV produces 13 trip
let excitons (an average value of 40 eV for 1 triplet r4]) along a path 
of 150 A which we suppose to be perpendicular to the crystal (a.,b) 
plane. Let us suppose that the triplet excitons concentration n(r,z,t) 
is initially a gaussian function : 

n(r,2,0) = n(0,0,0)exp(-r2/rg)exp(-z2/Zo> 

where Jt is the time, and _r, z_ the cylindrical coordinates, the _z_ axis 
being the electron path, and the origin being at the centerof the 
"blob". n(o,0,0) is the triplet concentration at t=0, r= 0, z=0. 
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The parameter r Q rr.ay be taken 50 A, which is the thermalization range 
of an electron produced by ionization or autoionization T201. The pa-

o 
rameter z will be taken 75 A which is the half of the secondary elec
tron range. The evolution of n(r,z,t) is given by : 

where D is the triplet diffusion tensor whose components are D . = ).5x 
10 w sec"' in the crystal (a,b) plane and D = l.2x I0~'cm sec"1 per
pendicularly to the (a,b) plane T27!l . y is the overall binol°cular an
nihilation coefficient of the reaction 

T 1 + T 1 î-5.S 1 +S 0 >2S 0 + photon (2) 
-OfT 

^ T 1 + S 0 

where y = 2-̂ _ + y T = 2x 10~ 1 1ci 3sec _ 1 r21] . In the tirie scale we studied, 
the monoTiolecular triplet exciton decay ~ay be neglected. The concentra
tion n(r,z,t) can be calculated fro-r equation (1), using the prescribed 
diffusion -method r 13 ,22l : 

n(r,z,t) = g(t) n°(r,z,t) 

where 
n°(r,z,t) = n(0,0,0)(l + t/t a b)- 1(l + t / t c ) - 1 / 2 

-2 „2 
exp r- - g — 1 ex? r- z 

'lCi + t/t a b) s 20 +t/t c)' 

i s the solution of equation (1) when y= C, and 
. * N t , r ( H t / t ) 1 / 2 - R K 1 + R] 

r g ( t ) r 1 = i + , 7 5 — P LOS Z-TTz O ) 
f o n i 3 / 2 T.2 * v rr 14.1-/1- 1'/24.pir i_i?i ( 2 n ) J / , i r* z 0 R r ( 1 + t / t c ) , / S p j r i - i ? l 
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w i t h ^ b = ro/*>ab ' <c " 2 ^ D c » E = Cl-t a b/t c)l/
2. 

N is the initial total nu-ber of triplet excitons in the "blob" (11= 13 

as stated above). The integrated delayed light intensity between 0 and 

time t is : 

ld(o;t) = a N(j-g(t)) (4) 

where a = )!s/(2ys + y T) = O.18 T23l. 

The total integrated intensity of the delayed component- of the 500 eV 

"blob" calculated fron equations (3) and (4) is : Id(0;<=) = a K xO.33, 

which neans that only 33 % of the triplet excitons disappear by bitiole-

cular annihilation. The re-naining 67 °,'- triplets escape by diffusion 

out of the track. This is different frci the a particle track of cylin

drical symmetry where the escape by diffusion is not possible T4], and 

all triplet excitons are destroyed by triplet-triplet collisions. 

The effect of the orientation and strength of the -lagnetic 

field on the scintillation delayed component (figures 4 and 5) is the 

sa^e as that on the delayed fluorescence induced by the direct triplet 

state excitation (s - T ) M 6 ] . Therefore, the scintillation delayed 

component in anthracene crystals can be attributed to the triplet-

triplet fusion reaction. The relative variations Al^A,} °an be calcula

ted approximately as a function of the variations û-y_/yg for a "blob" 

of 500 eV. In this case, the integrated intensity between 230 nsec and 

330 nsec, according to equations (3) and (4) is : 

Id(230!330) = a N x 0.00300. 

In the resonance conditions ûya / ^ s = -0.2 r 161 . The corresponding va

riation of y are ûy/y = 2a *y s/y s = - 0.072. The relative variations 
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A ^Vo "Ye 

of a = Y,/* are -— = ( 1 - 2a) -~/( 1 + 2a — 2 ) = - 0.138. According to 

equations (3) and (4) and to the valaes of Ay/y and ûa/a, the relative 

variations AId(230;330)/id(230;330) = - 0.175. This calculated magne

tic field effect of - 17.5 % is slightly lover than the experimental 

value of - 20 % (figures 4, 5). The difference can be due partly to 

the poor accuracy of the experimental ™easure-.ents and to the oversim

plification of the track description. The other cause of the difference 

can be that the triplet pair production fro"! the primary singlet exci

ted states is partly inhibited by a magnetic field in the resonance 

conditions, decreasing the initial triplet excitons concentration and the 

delayed component intensity. This effect which wasnot taken into ac

count in the calculations of the delayed component is not possible in 

"blobs" where the electron-hole recombination-.is a random process (as 

stated above). it can be ignored in isolated regions where the two 

created triplets do not contribute to the delayed component. But it is 

efficient in tracks of low L.E.T. particles (beginning of "short tracks") 

where the primary excited states can be considered as isolated, but not 

the triplet excitons of longer diffusion length. 

The calculated magnetic field effect on the total integrated 

delayed component in the resonance conditions, according to equations 

(3) and (4) is uld(0;")/ld(o;<°) = - 0.18. The measured magnetic field 

effect on the total scintillation intensity, in the resonance conditions 

is ai/I = + 0.02. The corresponding calculated value is : 

£1/1 = (i-F)uid(0;»)/ld(0;")+ P&i(t=0)/i(t=0) 

where F is the fraction of the total scintillation intensity correspon

ding to the prompt component. Using the values £Id(0;=>)/ld(0;<») = - O.18 
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and Ai(t=0)/i(t=0)= + 0.04, the calculated value of F is F = 0.9. The 
same value can be obtained by decomposition of the scintillation decay 
curve (figure 2) into a prompt exponential component and a delayed com
ponent, and by comparison of their integrated values. 

The discussion on the scintillation delayed component cannot 
be considered as general for all organic scintillators. For example, 
in p-terphenyl crystals and in liquid scintillators the delayed elec
tron-hole recombination cannot be onitted in the analysis of the scin
tillation delayed component T2,26]. 

X 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 : Kinetic scheme of the triplet pair production fro-n 
highly excited singlet states. 

Figure 2 : Scintillation decay curve of anthracene crystals bo-nbarded 
by electrons. 

Figure 3 : Magnetic field effect en the scintillation intensity in 
the resonance conditions : |H| =4000 Gauss ; H.b = 23° in the crystal 
(a,b) plane. 

Figure 4 : Magnetic field effect on the integrated scintillation in
tensities in the tine intervals (OMCO nsec) and (230:330 nsec) as a 
function of the orientation of the 4000 Gauss -nagnetic field in the 
crystal (a,b) plane. 

Figure 5 : Magnetic field effect on the integrated scintillation in
tensities in the tî ne intervals (0; 100 nsec) and (230:330 nsec), as a 
function of the magnetic field strength. H is in a resonance direction 
of the (a,b) plane. 
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